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Gerhard Richter
Tate Modern 
London
On the one hand there’s Gerhard Richter
the photo-painter and on the other
there’s Gerhard Richter the maker of
color charts and big, slurred abstracts.
He’s an artist given to demonstrating,
one way and another, that painting over
the past 50 years has had to contend,
above all, with photography. This retro-
spective, titled “Panorama,” was a
lengthy survey of repetitive tactics.
Curiously, for someone widely regarded

as eminent, indeed preeminent, among
living artists, Richter has more often than
not produced work that performs varia-
tions on modern classics, most notably
the oeuvre of Duchamp (from Nude De-
scending onward) and Warhol. In the ’60s
he became known for his gray-and-white
takes on photographs: a sort of documen-
tation in which the artless source images
turned out to be family snaps involving,
for example, an uncle in Nazi officer’s
uniform. Images of cities from the air, os-
tensibly blitzed, prove to look that way
because he painted them loosely. Sugges-
tivity became his default mode.
The “October 18, 1977” paintings of

1988 show shadowy bodies, a record
player, and other items; these are re-
processed news photos documenting the
deaths of members of the Baader-Mein-
hof Gang who, having carried out a num-
ber of terrorist attacks, were found dead
in jail. Typically, Richter grayed the
paintings, softening the focus, so as to
distance himself from the subject matter.
This evasive evenhandedness is his big
deal. Shame, outrage, disquiet, and

polemic are damped down or misted or
studiedly neutralized.
Then came the abstracts, big canvases

mostly, consisting of colorful paint layers
squeegeed into skid marks, torrential
streaks, and blisters. Here the intention
was to perform
large-scale exer-
cises in paint
handling, demon-
strating that,
given a set proce-
dure, it’s possible
to generate spec-
tacular screeds of
delicious-looking
oil paint. A recent
series of white
paintings, suggesting shimmery land-
scapes or slithery veils, takes the process
to an extreme. This is wall covering on a
generous scale.
Richter certainly knows what he is

doing; his line throughout has been to
have it both ways. The consummate
processor of modern media is also funda-
mentally a bit of a Caspar David Friedrich,
dealing in mists with bits of portent stick-
ing up here and there. —William Feaver

Paul Noble
Gagosian
London
Paul Noble creates pencil-on-paper
drawings of a fictional place called Nob-
son Newtown, where everything is famil-
iar but somehow unintelligible. Park
benches and tidy garden walks are
adorned with balls and chains, stuffed
garbage bags, and body parts. At the
playground, the slides have been ex-

panded into long,
steep death chutes.
Fantastical sculptures
that resemble Henry
Moore pieces or
human excrement
stand on pedestals.
The walls of an enor-
mous brick labyrinth
have been topped
with jagged glass
shards, and strange
figures dance around
a mushroom cloud.
These works combine
a dark sense of humor
with the dense detail
of Hieronymus Bosch. 

On one level, London-based Noble’s
work comments on the English tradition
of urban planning and “new towns”
erected on city outskirts after World War
II. The show’s tour de force, a 20-panel
drawing called Welcome to Nobson

(2008–10), twists that vision of civic
progress into a dystopian nightmare that
the viewer beholds from above, with all
elements seeming to be equally distant,
in the style of city-planning diagrams or
maquettes. We could be looking at a day
in the life of an English village, or, on a
deeper level, Welcome to Nobson could
stand for the strange, obsessive mind of
an artist.
Noble borrows individual elements

from that seminal work and uses them in
smaller-scale studies of doom, such as
Hell (2009), in which the inferno is an
enclosure ringed by a creepy-cute orna-
mental park fence. Two large, sensuous
sculptures in pink marble suggest the
human form as genitalia, showing how
this brilliant draftsman can shift with
aplomb into three dimensions.
A second room featured more sculp-

tures and another drawing with a dooms-
day mix of violence, captivity, and mass
consumption, called Ah (2010). The ex-
crementlike figures in earlier works have
turned white and sprouted eyes and
mouths. They resemble Philip Guston’s
Klansmen, though the graphic quality is
cruder and more cartoonish than in
Noble’s other works. —Roger Atwood

Norbert Bisky
Galerie Daniel Templon
Paris
On first glance, the paintings of Norbert
Bisky appear to portray a paradise full of
Adonises—with bare torsos, perfect abs,
and rippling muscles—depicted in vi-
brant, joyous colors, like comic books
from the 1940s or ’50s. But on close in-
spection, the works show themselves to
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Gerhard Richter, Abstract Painting (Abstraktes Bild), 1990, 
oil on canvas, 361⁄4" x 495⁄8". Tate Modern.

Paul Noble, Hell, 2009, pencil on paper, 48" x 11911⁄16". Gagosian.
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